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Abs tract

This paper considers the upward continuation of single profiles

of vertical magnetic data taken across models where all the informa-

tion is contained in a single profile. The single profile upward

continuation integral is:

B(1) =
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This upward continuation method is applied to such models as the in

finite line current and the infinite horizontal cylindrical shell.

When applied to these models, the method works quite well. Some error

results from information lost because the data profiles are not in-

finitely long. Also the method does not work well if the separation

between the data profile and the upward continued profile is too small.



Introduction

Upward continuation is the calculation of a potential field at an

elevation higher than that at which the field is known. That is,

potential field data taken at one level is used to predict what the

potential field will be at a higher level.

Usually, the problem considered is the upward continuation of a

plane of data to another plane further away from the source producing

the potential field. The equation used for upward continuation in

the case of the vertical magnetic field is:

00
� 2

00 B (x 1 ) dx
zf
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(see Fi g. 1)f
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(Grant and West)

(z2-z1) is the vertical distance between the two planes, X1(XI ,yl ,Zl)
is the source position vector, and X(x,y,z) is the observation position

vector. Bz(11) is the vertical component of the magnetic field measured

on the lower plane, and B (x) is the upward continued field. This
z

integral is called the upward continuation integral and can be solved

numerically on the computer.

Now consider the situation where all the information concerning

the vertical magnetic field can be obtained by using a single profile.

This situation occurs where the source is infinitely long with no

variation of physical properties along its length, such as an infinite

line current and an infinite horizontal cylindrical shell of magnetic

material. Every profile of data taken across the source with the



same orientation and distance with respect to the source would be

identical. Such a profile of vertical magnetic data can be taken

across the source at one level, then upward continued to another,

higher level by the equation:

B (1) =

z

00 B ct') dx'
f _z _

1-. ...... , 12-00 x-x
(see Fig. 2)

(Z2-Z1) is the vertical separation of the two levels at which the

profiles are made. t(x,z) is the observation position vector and

'I' (x' .z ") is the source position vector. B (x') is the vertical com
z

ponent of the magnetic field measured on the lower profile, while

B (X) is the upward continued field. This integral can also be done
z

numerically.

The remainder of this paper concerns itself with the upward

continuation of a single profile. The numerical technique used will

be discussed, with special focus on problems of accuracy. Then the

single profile upward continuation method will be applied to two

different models, the infinite line current and the infinite horizontal
..

cylindrical shell. These models will be used to generate data for

the lower profile. The data will be upward continued to another,

higher level. Then the upward continued results will be compared

with the model applied at the higher level. Also, some field data

taken across a long, horizontal cylindrical shell, a culvert, will

be examined. The problems occurring with this data bring out some

of the limitations of the particular upward continuation method being

used.



Numerical Techniques

Gaussian-Legendre integration is the method used in this paper

for evaluating the upward continuation integral. The form of this

method is:

b
J f(x)dx =

a

b-a
n

� L W.f(x.)
i=l 1 1

where a and b are the end points of the profile. x. is where the
1

field is measured, relative to the endpoints, and wi is a weighting

coefficient. The X.IS and w. IS vary with the !number of points (n)
1 1

used, and can be found in published tables. Since the integral used

in upward continuation goes from -00 to 00, it is important that the

contribution of the endpoints in the numerical integration, be small.

In Figure 3, the integral of curve G from -00 to 00 is essentially the

same as the integral from a to b. But for curve F, the integral from

a to b is not the same as the integral from -00 to 00. The shaded

area would produce a difference in the finite integral and the infinite

integral.

Upward Continuation of Potential Fields Due to Line Currents

The first example of upward continuation along a profile will

be the vertical magnetic field about a line current. This field can

be determined by use of the Biot-Savart law and is given by:

B (�
z



x = horizontal position with respect to the line current

z = vertical position with respect to the line current
I

-7 2
�o

= permeability of free space = 4n·10 newton/ampere

I = current (amperes)

The field is determined in units of Gauss. With this equation, data

was generated on a horizontal profile a distance zl above the line

current (see Table 1), then used in the upward continuation integral

to predict what the vertical magnetic field would be at the new level,

z2. The Biot-Savart law was again applied, this time at the higher

level, and the results were compared with the upward continued field

values (see Table 2 and Fig. 4). Far from the endpoints (i.e., near

the center of the profile), the upward continued field agrees very

well with the actual field found using the Biot-Savart law. Closer

to the endpoints, the results are less accurate. It can be seen from

the plots of the integrand why this is the case (see Fig. 5). The

integrand for the observation point at the center of the profile

approaches zero within the integration interval. So nearly all the

area under the curve is integrated. But for the observation point

near the end of the profile, the integrand does not go to zero within

the integration interval. This means that a significant portion of

the area under the curve is not included in the numerical integra-

tion, thus causing error.



Upward Continuation of Potential Fields Due to an Infinite Horizontal
Cylindrical Shell

Another example of upward continuation of a line profile is for

the vertical magnetic field of an infinite horizontal cylindr��al

shell. The equation for this field is:

�
B(x)

a = radius of the cylinder

Ks = magnetic susceptibility of the cylinder

H = strength of the earth's magnetic field at the cylinder

I = inclination of the earth1s field

a = declination of the cylinder's axis with the earth's field

x = horizontal position with respect to the cylinder's axis

z = depth to the cylinder

(see Fig. 6)

Using this equation, data was generated in the same manner as

for the infinite line current, then upward continued to a new level.

The infinite cylindrical shell equation was then used to determine

the accuracy of the upward continued field (see Fig. 7 and Table 3).

This example demonstrates the importance of both the number of points

used in the Gaussian integration, and the length of the profile.

In Fig. 7 we see that for a profile 40 feet in length, the 16 point

integration gives a fairly good fit but is inaccurate at both the

peak and the ends of the profile. When 48 points are used to integrate



the profile, the fit is much better, especially at the peak. At

the endpoints, the fit is still not very good. When 48 points are

applied to a longer profile with length = 60 feet, the fit is better

further from the peak than for the profile of length 40 feet. There

fore one should take into consideration the degree of integration

as well as the amount of available data in order to produce accurate

upward continued fields.

Field Data Across a Long Culvert

Two profiles of data were taken across the center of a buried

steel culvert, of length 40 feet, radius 2.2 feet, and buried a depth

2 feet. The culvert is located about � mile west of the Texas A&M

campus. A good approximation of an infinite cylindrical shell is

made by the culvert when the data -profile is taken across the center

of the culvert. The first profile was taken 1.7 feet above the culvert

for 30 feet on each side of it. Then a second profile was made, 3.4

inches above the first. The lower profile was upward continued to

the level of the higher profile. Unfortunately, the results of the

upward continuation were completely wrong. Using the same parameters

and distances as for the field data, the infinite horizontal cylindrical

shell model was applied to compare with the field data. A profile

was generated 1.7 feet above the �ylinder, then upward continued the

same distance as the field data, 3.4 inches. Again the results are

completely wrong. So the numerical method used here for upward con

tinuation is unstable for small separations. So when applying this

upward continuation method in the field, care must be taken to be



sure that the separation between the lower profile and the upward

continued profile is large enough, especially since the field data

obviously contains a fair amount of noise.



Conclusion

The upward continuation of single profiles works very well for

the models used in this paper. It is important to remember that these

models are infinitely long and uniform. So to use this method in

the field, the source must be of great enough extent to approximate

an infinite model. Some geological examples might be, a fault or

an elongate ore body. If the data is taken on a profile across these

sources, the single profile upward continuation should work very well.

The profiles need to be long enough to record most of the contribution

of the source to the magnetic field. Also, the vertical separation

between the data profile and the upward continued profile needs to

be large enough for the numerical methods to work.
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TABLE 1

Vertical magnetic data generated along a profile at level zl by use of the Biot

Savart law. This data is used for the upward continuation ln Table 2. zl=lO cm.

Relative Horizontal
Position With Respect
to the Line Current

Actual Horizontal

Position

Vertical Magnetic
Field Found Using
the Biot-Savart law

Gaussian-Legendre
Integration Welghting
Coefficient

.97390653

.86506337

.67940957

.43339539

. 14887434
-.14887434
-.4339539
-.67940957
-.86506337
-.97390653

29.22
25.95
20.38
13.00
4.47
-4.47
-13.00
-20.38
-25.95
-29.22

.0306

.0336

.0395

.0483

.0373
-.0373
-.0483
-.0395
-.0336
-.0306

.06667134
. 14945135
.21908636
.26926672
.29552422
.29552422
.26926672
.21908636
. 14945135
.06667134



TABLE 2

Results of the upward continuation of the data in Table 1 to level z2. Also

Biot-Savart1s law is again used, this time at level z2, to compare with the

upward continued results. z2-z1
= 4 cm.

Horizontal Distance
From the Line
Current

Vertical Magnetic
Field From Biot
Savart1s Law

-20.0
-19.0
-18.0
-17.0
-16.0
-15.0

-)4.0
-13.0
-12.0
-11.0
-10.0
- 9.0
- 9.0
- 7.0
- 6.0
- 5.0
- 4.0
- 3.0
- 2.0
- 1. 0
0.0
1.0
2.0

-.0314
-.0322
-.0329
-.0335
-.0341
-.0344
-.0347
-.0347
-.0345
-.0340
-.0331
-.0319
-.0303
-.0281
-.0255
-.0223
-.0186
-.0145
-.0099
-.0050
.0000
.0050
.0099

-.0336
-.0341
-.0346
-.0351
-.0354
-.0356
-.0357
-.0356
-.0353
-.0347
-.0338
-.0325
-.0308
-.0286
-.0259
-.0226
-.0189
-.0146
-.0100
-.0051
.0000
.0051
.0100



TABLE 2 - continued

3.0 .0145 .0146

4.0 .0186 .0189

5.0 .0223 .0226

6.0 .0255 .0259

7.0 .0281 .0286

8.0 .0303 .0308

9.0 .0319 .0325

10.0 .0331 .0338

11.0 .0340 .0347

12.0 .0345 .0353

13.0 .0347 .0356

14.0 .0347 .0357

15.0 .0344 .0356

16.0 .0341 .0354

17.0 .0335 .0351

18.0 .0329 .0346

19.0 .0322 .0341

20.0 .0314 .0336



TABLE 3

Upward continuation of infinite cylindrical shell data. 3 different upward
continuations were used to see which gives the best fit to the model results.

Model Vertical UQward Continua- UQward Continua- UQward Continua-

Magnetic Field tion using a 16 tion using a 48 tion using a 48

Horizontal Position Found at UQward Point Length = Point Length = Point Length =

From Cy1inder's Axis Continued Level 40 feet Profile 40 feet Profil e 60 feet Profile

-20.0 -525.49 -314.27 -310.47 -516.22

-19.0 -572.34 -429.55 -425.60 -564.42

-18.0 -624.72 -531.38 -525.83 -617.02

-17.0 -683.24 -616.39 -613.06 -676.41

-16.0 -748.49 -701. 66 -695.80 -742.88

-15.0 -820.87 -794.54 -779.45 -814.03

-14.0 -900.48 -852.14 -866.73 -896.45

-13.0 -986.72 -987.48 -958.41 -980.51

-12.0 -1077.73 -1079.35 -1053.43 -1073.64

-11 .0 -1169.39 -1098.39 -1148.13 -1165. 16

-10.0 -1253.67 -1277.64 -1234.73 -1247.96

- 9.0 -1315.84 -1397.87 -1298.75 -1314.66

- 8.0 -1330.33 -1226.74 -1314.78 -1321.91

- 7.0 -1254.72 -1177,97 -1240.51 -1257.19

- 6.0 -1023.28 -1228.49 -1010.00 -1011 .64

- 5.0 -544.56 -659,85 -531.64 -550.65

- 4.0 284.37 521.46 296.73 298.53

- 3.0 1525.40 1896.18 1536.34 1519.15

- 2.0 3097.45 3088.58 3108.76 3101.16

- 1. 0 4680.58 3520.82 4693.49 4718.06

0.0 5778.30 4092.81 5785.88 5701.40

1.0 6011 .83 5488.78 6023.46 6082.90

2.0 5396.82 6250.02 5408.92 5368.26

3.0 4285.75 4771 .94 4296.03 4302.69



TABLE 3 - continued

4.0 3079.20 2989.32 3090.12 3077.24

5.0 2028.06 1894.27 2039.75 2033.23

6.0 1218.89 1220.70 1230.95 1222.44

7.0 641 . 15 704.77 653.74 643.98

8.0 248.30 277.27 261. 74 252.87

9.0 -9.46 -46. 91 5.06 -6.33

10.0 -173.21 -170.19 -157.36 -168.97

11.0 -273.34 -230.62 -255.79 -269.10

12.0 -331.15 -329.42 -311.37 -327.37

13.0 -361.12 -354.22 -338.39 -355.81

14.0 -373.01 -337.62 -346.24 -369.05

15.0 -373.30 -351.27 -340.86 -367.49

16.0 -366.32 -329.31 -325.53 -361 .19

17.0 -354.91 -303.78 - 301 . 19 -348.94

18.0 -340.97 -270.07 -266.07 -334.29

19.0 -325.75 -218.54 -215.59 -318.82

20.0 -310.05 -152.29 -149.42 -302.06
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Figure 1: UPWARD CONTINUATION OF A PLANE OF VERTICAL MAGNETIC
DATA.

zl is the vertical location of the lower plane. z2
is the vertical location of the higher plane. The
field data for the lower plane is used to predict
what the field is at the higher plane.
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Figure 2: UPWARD CONTINUATION OF A SINGLE PROFILE OF VERTICAL
MAGNETIC DATA.
The profile of data taken at zl is used to predict
what the field will be at z2.
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Figure 3: AREAS UNDER CURVES.
These curves demonstrate that a finite length
integral may not include all the area under the
curve.
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Figure 4: UPWARD CONTINUED FIELD AND MODEL FIELD FOR A LINE
1-1 I

CURRENT. (z2-z1) = 4; �TT= 1.0
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Figure 5: INTEGRANDS FOR THE UPWARD CONTINUATION OF A LINE
CURRENT.
This graph shows the integrands used for several
values of x in upward continuation of a profile.
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Fiqllre 6: INFINITE HORIZONTAL CYLINORICAL SHELL MODEL.
I = inclination, H = magnetic field strength,
(1 = declination of the cylinder's axis with the
earth's magnetic field.
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Figure 7: PLOT OF INFINITE CYLINDER UPWARD CONTINUATIONS
AND MODEL COMPARISON.
These are plots of the upward continuation of a

profile of vertical magnetic data using the in
finite horizontal cylindrical shell model.


